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Join the adventure with spirited teenager, Moana, as she sails the Pacific Ocean to complete her

ancestors quest.Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â This unique storybook features see-through windows on every page that

create a dimensional ocean scene when closed.Ã‚Â  As pages are turned, different characters are

revealed!
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Age Range: 3 - 6 years
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This is a nice book with great illustrations. I just wish the story was a little longer. My preschooler

enjoys looking at the pictures, but she doesn't often pick it to read.

My grandson loves the movie Moana! He gets up and dances to the music and loves the

characters. I wanted to get him a book that he would enjoy and this doesn't disappoint! It is as

colorful as the movie!

purchased for library

Daughter loves it



Our grandaughter was thrilled!

What I, as a youth librarian, hope for in a board book: Brief, catchy text ideal for preschool-aged

children; eye-catching artwork; lasting message or emotion.What this book delivers: The kind of

movie sum-up I would expect from a Disney book; fairly brief, but not-so-age-appropriate text;

meaningful quotes which mostly would sail over a preschooler's head but elementary-age kids

would get; gorgeous artwork; smooth, glossy board pages, and the best feature - die-cut shapes

filled with film and illustrations which overlay onto the following page (including palm trees, birds,

and a giant hawk). The story is inspirational, and I think a child aged 4-6 who's a fan of the movie

would quite enjoy the book, but the preschoolers likely to pick it up in my library would probably not

understand most of it.

The photo does not do this book justice. It has see-through windows throughout all the pages and

it's quite substantial. It's also very sturdy. It's not a paperback and it is also vibrant. It's a very

memorable book that I am sure will be a favorite among the Moana books.
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